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Rex got lost in this hostile jungle! Help him finish the levels and leave this place!

Junglex is a platform game with a high level of difficulty that will put your nerves to the test!

Can you get out of this jungle?

Features:

■ 100 different levels!
■ 2 different biomes!

■ Many enemies and boss!
■ Difficult!
■ Addictive!
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Title: Junglex
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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Buggy play store game, not kidding when I say repeats the same level 4 times, has no variety and is boring.. Pretty darn fun
brings me way back to the real mario games!! only problem i seen is you bounce off everything so when you jump a gap and
something is to close on other side you run into it and it bounces you back makes you fall in gap. Other than that highly
recommend this game if your old school but for the price i think everyone should own it cheap and fun!. With so much garbage
on steam it is nice to see a generic platformer, is the game that good? Not really i have made better games in GameMaker when
i was 13, however its fine and its fine that it is on Steam. The person who made this seems like they where trying and the game
shows. Its something you make as first game on Unity or Gamemaker, the game is fairly buggy but the game is a decent enough
time waster.

With that in mind: The jumps accelerate you forward to way to much making jumping way to hard.
Collision detection is based off of your current speed so if you hit a wall you will bounce off of it rather then stopping, Collision
detection is imprecise a sign of many a first game as you need to use the (sign) function to get percise position of the Player.
To the creator of this i would state: Go to Gamemaker 2, it is far easier to use and usually results in less buggy games and is
usually better for 2d games.. Loveless Mario clone. Some assets were not properly prepared and have a border around the
images, some sounds are clipping, some game over messages suggest ad videos were intended. Stay away.. Pretty darn fun
brings me way back to the real mario games!! only problem i seen is you bounce off everything so when you jump a gap and
something is to close on other side you run into it and it bounces you back makes you fall in gap. Other than that highly
recommend this game if your old school but for the price i think everyone should own it cheap and fun!. is good game. With so
much garbage on steam it is nice to see a generic platformer, is the game that good? Not really i have made better games in
GameMaker when i was 13, however its fine and its fine that it is on Steam. The person who made this seems like they where
trying and the game shows. Its something you make as first game on Unity or Gamemaker, the game is fairly buggy but the
game is a decent enough time waster.

With that in mind: The jumps accelerate you forward to way to much making jumping way to hard.
Collision detection is based off of your current speed so if you hit a wall you will bounce off of it rather then stopping, Collision
detection is imprecise a sign of many a first game as you need to use the (sign) function to get percise position of the Player.
To the creator of this i would state: Go to Gamemaker 2, it is far easier to use and usually results in less buggy games and is
usually better for 2d games.. Fun Platformer, lots of levels and gets harder and harder with time.

needs controller support and achievos + cards. Loveless Mario clone. Some assets were not properly prepared and have a border
around the images, some sounds are clipping, some game over messages suggest ad videos were intended. Stay away.. Buggy
play store game, not kidding when I say repeats the same level 4 times, has no variety and is boring.
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Fun Platformer, lots of levels and gets harder and harder with time.

needs controller support and achievos + cards. is good game
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